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T
he interaction between proteins and
nanoparticles (NPs) is central to many
aspects of nanoscience and several

nanotechnological applications. For exam-
ple, the natural recognition capabilities of
proteins have inspired new bottom-up ap-
proaches to the self-assembly of complex
nanostructures.1�3 Amino acids and poly-
peptides have been used for the synthesis
of NPs themselves,4�6 enabling NP shape
control and yielding a biocompatible envir-
onment around the NPs. In the flourishing
field of biological and biomedical applica-
tions of nanomaterials, much work is on-
going to characterize the physicochemical
parameters of the interaction of NPs with
proteins,7,8 and how they determine their
biological effects,9�17 including potential
NP toxicity.18�21

Despite its relevance, a detailed structural
understanding of protein�nanoparticle
interactions is still elusive. Atomic-detail
insights into protein�NP complexes are
difficult to obtain7,22,23 because the high
surface-to-volume ratio of nanoparticles
make them physically and chemically dif-
ferent from the bulk, requiring nonstan-
dard methods to probe the interface.
Computer simulations at the atomistic level
are a powerful tool that can effectively com-
plement experimental studies of protein-NP
and protein�surface systems.24�29 In particu-
lar, simulationshave alreadyproved their value
for studying peptide-surface binding27,29�41

and amino acid driven synthesis of NPs.42

In this article, we present the results of
atomistic simulations on the interactions
betweengold NPs and the protein Ubiquitin
(Ubq), obtained by using different levels of
theory (ab initio quantum mechanical, clas-
sical Molecular Dynamics and Brownian
dynamics) that cover multiple length- and
time-scales. Gold NPs are an obvious choice
because of their promise for a large variety

of biotechnological applications43 due,
among other factors, to the exquisite
control of shape, size, and exposed crystal
faces possible with synthetic protocols.44

Ubq has been chosen as an important and
convenient model protein, being small,
robust, well-characterized, cysteine-free,
and biologically relevant (it is ubiquitous
in eukaryotic organisms). The interaction
between gold NPs and Ubq has recently
been investigated experimentally by dy-
namic light scattering and measurements
of the NMR chemical shift perturbations
upon binding.45 On the basis of the ex-
perimental data, it was concluded that
Ubq forms a dense monolayer on the
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ABSTRACT Protein�nano-

particle associations have impor-

tant applications in nanoscience

and nanotechnology such as tar-

geted drug delivery and theranos-

tics. However, the mechanisms by

which proteins recognize nanopar-

ticles and the determinants of

specificity are still poorly understood at the microscopic level. Gold is a promising material in

nanoparticles for nanobiotechnology applications because of the ease of its functionalization and its

tunable optical properties. Ubiquitin is a small, cysteine-free protein (ubiquitous in eukaryotes)

whose binding to gold nanoparticles has been characterized recently by nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR). To reveal the molecular basis of these protein�nanoparticle interactions, we performed

simulations at multiple levels (ab initio quantum mechanics, classical molecular dynamics and

Brownian dynamics) and compared the results with experimental data (circular dichroism and NMR).

The results provide a model of the ensemble of structures constituting the ubiquitin�gold surface

complex, and insights into the driving forces for the binding of ubiquitin to gold nanoparticles, the

role of nanoparticle surfactants (citrate) in the association process, and the origin of the perturbations

in the NMR chemical shifts.
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NPs and that Ubq interacts with gold via a specific
protein patch.
The results of our simulations have been analyzed

and compared with the published experimental data,
which are here complemented by new CD and NMR
measurements, thus gaining detailed insights into
the Ubq�gold interactions. In particular, by using
Brownian Dynamics (BD) rigid-body docking46 and
classical molecular dynamics (MD),47 we have studied
the molecular driving forces that guide the binding of
Ubq to gold NPs. We have also investigated the pos-
sible role of NP surfactants (citrate in this case) in the
protein�NP association process. Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations have been used to investi-
gate the physical origin of the perturbation to NMR
chemical shifts upon protein binding. Besides provid-
ing valuable molecular insights, the present work also
illustrates the potential for nanobioscience of multiple-
level molecular calculations combined with experi-
mental investigations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Docking of Ubq to Neutral, Bare Gold. In this section, we
focus on bare NP faces, that is, we assume that the
citrate surfactants45 are removed from the NP. The
role of citrate will be investigated later on in the article.
We remark that naked, uncharged NP would rapidly
aggregate in solution. Here we consider the binding of
the Ubiquitin to a naked, uncharged surface of the
nanoparticle to set a reference point for the explora-
tion of surface charge and citrate effects later in the
article. Moreover, we consider that a NP exposing an
Au(111) face larger than the protein diameter (3 nm),
can be approximated as a large crystalline surface.
The NPs used in the NMR experiments have a mean
diameter of 12nm (for the experimental characterization
of AuNP by DLS analysis, see Supporting Information);
therefore the space available on the surface of a single
NP is roughly 140 times that occupied by a single
protein.42 As such, it is reasonable to assume that
Ubq sees the NP locally as a flat Au surface. Among
the various crystal surfaces, Au(111) is the most stable
and therefore the most abundant in nanoparticles.48

To identify possible adsorption orientations of Ubq on
bare Au(111) faces (and the corresponding driving
forces), we used the protein�surface docking method
implemented in SDA 6.0.49 In short, the structures of
protein�surface encounter complexes were gener-
ated by running Brownian dynamics simulations dur-
ing which the internal structure of the protein is kept
rigid. The interaction (free) energy of the protein with
the surface was obtained using the ProMetCS protein-
metal continuum solvent model,46 and adsorption free
energies of Ubq on the Au(111) surface were com-
puted for the structures resulting from the docking.
The protein�surface encounter complexes obtained
during a BD simulation trajectory were clustered to
identify genuinely different protein orientations. For
each of the most populated complexes, which were
ranked by size, a representative structure was selected.

When this docking procedure was applied to the
Ubq-Au(111) system with an uncharged Au surface,
it yielded five different orientations accounting for
more than 98% of the encounter complexes obtained,
see Table 1. The representative structure of each com-
puted complex is shown in Figure 1. The protein
residues contacting the surface differ in the various
complexes, and are listed in Table 1.

During docking, the interaction energy of the pro-
tein with the metal surface is described by three main
terms:46 van der Waals energy described by site�site
Lennard-Jones, ELJ, interactions (which also include
weak chemical binding of aromatic residues, sulfur
and histidine nitrogen atoms to gold), adsorbate�
metal electrostatic interaction energy, UEP, (dominated
by the contribution from the charged side chains), and
the desolvation energy of the protein, Uds

p , and of the
metal surface, Uds

M (see Table 1). The electrostatic term
arises from surface polarization and is represented by an
image-charge term.50

Binding in complexes A, B, and C is drivenmostly by
ELJ interactions, whereas in complexes D and E electro-
static terms also contribute to binding. The difference
between the binding energies in complexes A and B
of ∼7 kT comes from a more favorable surface deso-
lvation energy for complex B. The difference between

TABLE 1. Resultant Encounter Complexes from Rigid-Body BD Docking of Ubq to an Au (111) Surfacea

label RelPop %b Urepr
c ELJ þ Uds

p d ELJ þ Uds
p þ Uds

me UEP
f spreadg contact residuesh

A 72 �29.12 �111.58 �27.81 �1.31 1.29 GLY35, PRO37, ARG74, GLY75, GLY76
B 16 �35.74 �92.64 �37.24 1.50 0.37 PRO19, SER20, SER57, ASN60, GLN62, LYS63
C 4 �25.09 �95.44 �24.55 �0.55 0.34 GLN2, PHE4, GLY10, LYS11, THR14
D 3 �39.55 �87.24 �32.98 �6.58 0.46 LYS48, ARG54, ASP58, ASN60
E 3 �22.21 �70.14 �15.53 �6.69 0.20 SER20, THR22, GLU24, ARG54

a A hierarchical clustering algorithm (based on a minimum distance linkage function) was applied to the diffusional encounter complexes after docking to a bare neutral gold
(Auchg

net = 0.00 e) surface. The reported complexes represent 98% of the encounter complexes obtained by BD simulation. b Relative population of this cluster. c Urepr, total
interaction energy of the representative of the given cluster in kT with T= 300 K. d ELJ, Lennard-Jones energy term for the representative complex; Uds

p , nonpolar (hydrophobic)
desolvation energy of the representative complex, in kT. e Uds

m, surface desolvation energy of the representative complex, in kT. f UEP, total electrostatic energy of the
representative complex, in kT. g RMSD of the structures within the cluster with respect to the representative complex. h Residues with atoms contacting gold at distancese3 Å.
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complexes B and D of ∼4 kT mainly comes from the
favorable electrostatic energy for complex D. The differ-
ence between complexes B andCof∼11 kT ismainly due
to a more favorable surface desolvation energy for com-
plex B. The strongest binding seems to be associatedwith
the total amount of residues contacting the surface (see
complex B in Table 1) with a small preference for LYSwith
respect to other aliphatic and negatively charged resi-
dues. Moreover, the contact patches do not seem to be
composed predominantly of amino acids with high affi-
nity for gold.40 A numerical analysis of this is presented in
the Supporting Information.

From the present docking results, wemay conclude
that Ubq on neutral gold makes two types of bound
complexes: A, B, and C (the most populated) in which
many contacts are used in order to optimize the
binding energy, and D and E in which a small contact
area is compensated by electrostatic interactions by
two charged residues that simultaneously anchor the
protein to the surface. Docking positions D and E
appear much less than A, B, and C in the docking
results, and this is because the protein is rarely able to
simultaneously form two charged contacts. For D those
residues are LYS48 and ARG54, as shown in Figure 2. In
particular, ARG54 is able to approach the surface with
the plane of its guanidinium group parallel to the Au
surface and thereby to maximize its interaction with
gold. This binding mode is similar to that observed for
ARG residues in fibrinogen binding to a surface in MD
simulations.41 The stability of such a contact, based on
the fortuitously favorable orientation of the ARG side
chain in the rigid protein structure, is only marginal, as
we shall see in the next section.

Refinement of Docked Encounter Complexes by MD Simula-
tions. To assess the stability of the docked encounter
complexes and to treat protein structural relaxation,
MD simulations of Ubq interacting with Au(111) in
solution were performed starting with representatives
of the five most populated complexes obtained from
rigid-body BD docking. We first examined the stability
of the docked complexes by using 20 ns of standard
MD simulations at 300 K (results are reported in the
Supporting Information). Because of the intrinsically
limited time scale accessible to this method, it may not
be able to overcome possible kinetic traps that are
escapable on the experimental time scale.51 Therefore,
we decided to adopt a simulation protocol that in-
cludes an initial annealing procedure, consisting of a
short simulation at high temperature, to allow a more
extensive search of the energyminima on the potential
energy surface, PES (for details, see Methodology).52

The annealing protocol is not itself representative of
the biological process of protein�surface binding.
Simulations are based on the GolP47 force field with
the SPC/Ewatermodel as implemented in the GROMACS

Figure 1. Most populated encounter complexes of ubiquitin on neutral gold obtained by BD simulation. The structures of
representative complexes for each of the five clusters are shown, ordered by decreasing cluster size. The protein backbone is
shown in cartoon representation. The residues contacting the gold surface are shown in stick representation while all other
atoms are shown in line representation.

Figure 2. Structure of Ubq�Au surface complex D with
ARG54 and LYS48 shown in stick representation.
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package.53 This force field is compatible by construction
with the ProMetCS implicit solvent model46 used for
rigid-body docking.

We first verified that the simulated annealing pro-
tocol does not affect the native structure of Ubq
in solution (see Supporting Information). For each of
the five most populated protein�Au(111) complexes,
simulations were repeated five times using a different
seed for the initial velocity distribution (d1, d2, d3, d4,
d5). The results are summarized in Table 2. The poten-
tial energy components for each run were analyzed
and are reported in the Supporting Information.

The MD refinement of the predicted docking com-
plexes is discussed below, referring to Table 2.

Complex A. The system remained stable in three
annealing runs (d1, d2, d3, d4) and Ubq changed
orientation in two (d3, d5). This result reflects the fact
that the population and stability of this orientation
partially rely on the initial conformation of the C-term-
inal tail which can be affected by conformational
relaxation of the C-terminus during MD refinement.
For the initial conditions, d3, the Ubq reoriented to a
new orientation with the R helix nearly parallel to the
surface, labeled complex G, and shown in Figure 3. The
binding of Ubq to gold in this orientation is stabilized
by a single contact via GLU24 and strengthened
by THR22, ASN25, ALA28, and GLN31. The residues of
the C-terminal tail, except for ARG74, are excluded
from binding. Energetically, the complex is not more
stable than complexes with binding mediated by the
C-terminal residues (LEU71, LEU73, ARG74, GLY75)
due to a less favorable ELJ term for the entire complex
(see Figure 2 in the Supporting Information).

For complex A-d5, strong fluctuations of the C-ter-
minus turn the tail away from surface and allow
the protein to bind through the terminal part of the
R helix, that is, GLN31, ASP32, LYS33, GLU34, GLY35,
and LYS11, assuming a conformation similar to com-
plex C, labeled C0, and shown in Figure 3. Thisminimum
on the energy landscape is less energetically favorable
than the others for complex A, due to the small ELJ term.

Complex B. In the five independent annealings and
MD runs, the system was stable with the same global
orientation of Ubq with respect to the Au(111) surface.
Structural relaxation of the protein affects the regions
of small turns and of the 310 helix which cannot be
ascribed to the interaction with the surface as it is far
from it. Residues MET1, GLU18, PRO19, SER20, SER57,
ASP58, LYS63, GLN62, and ASN60 bind to the surface at
the end of the simulations. Even when extending the
length of the simulation (at T = 300 K) to 30 ns, the
global orientation of the protein and the interacting
residues were conserved.

Complex C. Sampling the conformational space
around the initial complex resulted in five conformations
very close in energy to each other. The global orientation
of the proteinwith respect to the surfacewasmaintained

in all cases. Residues at 3 Å distance from the gold at
the end of the dynamics are: PHE4, THR9, GLY10, LYS10,
THR12, PHE45, ALA46, GLN62, LYS63, GLU64, SER65,
THR66, HIS68.

Complex D. The simulations revealed the global
instability of complex D which can easily be converted
into two of the other stable docking complexes, either
A or a new complex, labeled complex F, and shown in
Figure 3. This complex also results from rigid-body
docking to the neutral gold but it is only marginally
populated. The reason is that this complex has the

TABLE 2. Orientations of Ubq on the Au (111) Surface

Obtained Following the Simulated Annealing Protocola

a A series of five simulations (2 ns annealingsþ10 ns MD) were performed on the
representative of each complex, each with different initial velocities. The final global
orientation of the systems after the simulation is reported.
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smallest ELJ term and the smallest difference between
the ELJ and Uds

m terms. Its population becomes more
significant in the presence of charged surfaces, as
will be shown in the section The Effect of Citrate on

Ubq�Gold Surface Binding. Simulations with initial
velocity seeds d2, d4, and d5, showed strong fluctua-
tions of the C-terminal tail which could anchor to the
gold surface, inducing a global rotation of the protein
with respect to the surface. The final complexes result-
ing from these simulations are very similar to com-
plex A, binding the surface through residues of the
C-terminus. For example, complex D-d2 shows a con-
tact patch THR9, GLY35, ILE36, PRO37, ASP39, GLN40,
LEU71, ARG72 in analogy with complex A. Complex

D-d4 has no residues of the C-terminal tail directly

contacting the gold but the R helix binds the surface,

similarly to complex A-d3 but farther from the surface.

Finally, complex D-d5 contacts gold with residues

LEU8, THR9, GLN40, LEU71, LEU73, ARG74, GLY75, GLY76

in good agreement with complex A. On the contrary,

initial velocity seeds d1 and d3 drove the protein to a

global orientation characterized by a strong reorgani-

zation of its flexible turn (i.e., residues ASN60, GLN62,

LYS63, GLU64, SER65, THR66, HIS68, PHE45, ALA46).

Complex D-d3 has contact patches involving PHE4,

LYS6, PHE45, ASN60, GLN62, LYS63, GLU64, SER65,

THR66, and HIS68 like the contact residues in complex

F, shown in Figure 3. Complex D-d1 has contact residues:

PHE45, ALA46, ASN60, GLN62, LYS63, GLU64, SER65,

THR66, HIS68, in partial agreement with complex F.
Complex E. This complex is mostly stable but simu-

lations were accompanied by a minor unfolding of the
310 Helix (residues 56�59), which could be ascribed to
the interaction with the surface. Some of the com-
plexes were only marginally stable as could be seen by
extending the time scale of the simulation for E-d2
when running 20 ns (instead of 10 ns) of MD, Figure 4.
The contact patches of the stable complexes are
very similar e.g. complex E-d2 SER20, THR22, GLU24,
ASN25, GLY53, THR55; complex E-d4 SER20, THR22, GLY53,
ARG54, THR55 and complex E-d5 SER20, THR22, GLY53,
ARG54, THR55, ASP58.

Further analysis is reported in Figure 4 in which we
select one refined complex for each complex and run a
further 10 ns of MD. The figure reports on (a) backbone
RMSDof the last 5 ns for the refined complex relative to
the initial crystal structure and the comparison of (b)
the initial orientation from rigid-body docking with (c)
the final orientation fromMD. Figure 4a shows that the
divergence of each refined structure (excluding the
C-terminal tail) with respect to the starting crystal
structure is always between 1.5 and 2.0 Å in the last
part of the 20 nsMDwhich points to negligible internal
rearrangements. This finding is supported by experi-
mental CD spectra measured for Ubq in solution and
upon addition of gold nanoparticles, whose similarity
demonstrates negligible changes in the Ubq structure
Figure 5. In all reported cases, the RMSD reaches a
plateauwithin 20 ns, meaning that after reorganization
from the starting conformation, the trajectories reach
an equilibrium structure, which can then be character-
ized by performing clustering analysis. The values of
the RMSD between the representative structures of
each complex are small in all selected cases, ranging
from 0.62 and 0.93 Å.

To summarize, with a large number of independent
MD annealing runs, we were able to discern three
stable complexes (B, C, E) and one complex that was
not always stable (A) out of five global orientations
predicted by rigid-body BD docking.

The Effect of Citrate on Ubq�Gold Surface Binding. Citrate
is one of the most common Au NP surfactants, being
used during NP synthesis to prevent aggregation, and
it is present on the NPs during the Ubq binding
experiments.45 Since citrate does not bind strongly to
gold, it might be fully or partially replaced by the
protein upon binding. In this section, we illustrate
how comparative analysis of docking and experimen-
tal results can provide hints on the ability of the protein
to displace (or not to displace) the citrate molecules
from the NPs. To investigate the nature of the binding
of Ubq to a citrate-coated gold surface,45 as well as the
effect of a negative surface potential, we introduced a
small negative charge density of (Auchg

net =�0.01 e) per
surface atom. In this way, we implicitly included the

Figure 3. Complex G is a new orientation resulting from MD refinement of complex A (initial velocity d3) on a neutral gold
surface. Complex C0 is obtained byMD annealing of complex A (initial velocity d5) and it is also relevant for the description of
Ubq binding to uncharged and positively charged gold in the presence of a negative citrate. Complex F is the orientation
obtained by MD annealing of complex D (initial velocities d1,d3) on a neutral gold surface, and it is also relevant for the
description of Ubq binding to a negatively charged surface.
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Figure 4. The most stable orientations of Ubq for each complex after 2 ns annealing and 20 ns MD at T = 300 K. (a) RMSD
during the last 5 ns ofMDusing the initial structure as a reference, (b) initial orientation fromdocking, (c)final orientation after
annealing and MD.
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electrostatic effects of negatively charged citrate mol-
ecules on the surface. Inwhat follows, an explicit citrate
molecule on the Au surface will be also considered.
The charge per Au atom used in the calculation was
determined assuming an ordered monolayer of fully
deprotonated citrate molecules.54 The docking results
in Table 3, indicate that the surface charge has a
modest influence on the binding complexes already
identified in Figure 1. Nevertheless, electrostatics play
a role in changing the relative stability of the most
populated and stable complexes. Complex B is stabi-
lized via LYS63 and complex C via LYS11, in the
presence of the negative surface. Complex F interacts
via two lysines (LYS6 and LYS63) with an obvious
electrostatic benefit which is accompanied with a sig-
nificant increase of its ranking on negatively charged
gold compared to the uncharged surface where it was
not among themost populated complexes. Complex D
interacts viaARG54 and LYS48 and it also benefits from
electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged
surface.

Thus, from Table 3, we can conclude that the Au
surface charge does not affect the orientations corre-
sponding to the local minima on the binding energy
landscape (i.e., most of the orientations remain the
same as for the uncharged surface). However, the
binding energy at the local minima can change by up
to ∼9 kT, for example, when several charged residues
of the same sign contact the surface, as in complexes
D and F, for positively charged residues. It also seems
that the population of a complex is higher if the

electrostatic term is smaller (comparing complexes
with similar total binding energy). This means that
energy minima favored by electrostatic potential are
narrower than those resulting from ELJ interactions
only. This observation is also supported by MD results.
To model the influence of the citrate anions on bind-
ing, we also docked Ubq to a neutral gold surface in
the presence of a fully deprotonated citrate anion
(C3H5O(COO)3

3�). Selected encounter complexes with
Ubq are shown in Figure 6.

The docking results on neutral gold with a nega-
tively charged citrate, showed that citrate has only a
modest influence on binding orientations but that it
affects the binding populations. The relative popula-
tions become A > D > F > C0 > B > C, accounting for the
sampling of the encounter complexes during the BD
runs. The main difference concerns complexes C and F
which become very close in energy in the vicinity of a
citrate anion. The reason is that complex F is favored by
the interaction with the citrate via the ELJ term which
improves its ranking, whereas complex C is disfavored
by electrostatic interactions with gold and its ranking is
decreased. On the contrary, binding in the presence of
citrate favors complex C0 (see Figure 3), which becomes
stable and highly populatedwith respect to complex C.
Complex C0 is very similar to complex C, in which
binding of the R helix to the surface is mostly driven
by electrostatic interactions. Next, we analyze how the
presence of a citrate molecule in the vicinity of the
proteinmodifies the binding energies and populations
of the C0 complex which is very highly populated and
stable in the presence of the citrate anion. In complex
Cclose

0
the protein contacts the citrate at 3.5 Å and in

complex Cfar
0

the citrate lies at 10 Å from the protein.
Complex Cclose

0
binds the citrate via GLN2 and PHE4.

The difference in the binding energies in Cclose
0

and Cfar
0

is 10 kT due to contributions from both the ELJ (3 kT)
and the electrostatic (4 kT) terms. In both cases, the
protein interactswithgold throughLYS11, THR14,GLU16,
ASP32, and LYS33 residues. Binding in complex D is
mainly driven by electrostatic interactions and its ranking
andstability are improveddue to interactionswith citrate.
In complex Dclose the protein contacts the citrate at 4.0 Å

Figure 5. CD spectra for Ubq: red, free human ubiquitin;
black, human Ubquitin with AuNP.

TABLE 3. Rigid-Body Docking Results for Ubq Binding to a Negatively Charged Au Surfacea

label RelPop %b Urepr
c ELJ þ Uds

p d ELJ þ Uds
p þ Uds

me UEP
f spreadg contact residuesh

A 30 �26.23 �112.09 �31.86 5.63 1.50 GLY35, PRO37, ARG74, GLY75, GLY76
B 20 �35.36 �90.02 �34.55 �0.81 0.39 PRO19, SER20, SER57, ASN60, GLN62, LYS63
C 18 �27.15 �94.06 �23.18 �3.98 1.37 GLN2, PHE4, GLY10, LYS11, THR14
F 15 �28.43 �91.12 �15.55 �12.87 0.33 LYS6, ALA46, GLN62, LYS63, GLY47
D 9 �46.07 �90.29 �34.53 �11.54 0.49 LYS48, ARG54, ASP58, ASN60

a A hierarchical clustering algorithm (based on minimum distance linkage function) was applied to the complexes after docking to a negatively charged gold (Auchg
net =�0.01 e)

surface. Reported complexes cover 92% of all encounter complexes obtained. b Relative population of this cluster. c Urepr: total interaction energy of the representative of the
given cluster in kT with T = 300 K. d ELJ, Lennard-Jones energy term for the representative complex; Uds

p , nonpolar (hydrophobic) desolvation energy of the representative
complex, in kT. e Uds

m: surface desolvation energy of the representative complex, in kT. f UEP, total electrostatic energy of the representative complex, in kT.
g RMSD of the

structures within the cluster with respect to the representative complex. h Residues with atoms contacting gold at distances e3 Å.
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and in complexDfar the citrate lies at 7Å from theprotein.
The difference in the binding energy in complex Dclose

and complex Dfar in Figure 6 is only ∼3 kT.
The charge state of the gold surface is unclear in

experiments. On one hand, citrate plus gold is certainly
negative, on the other hand electrochemistry experi-
ments indicate that citrate covered nanoparticles have
positively charged gold cores.55 Moreover, it has been
already noted45 that the experimentally identified
binding patch is negatively charged, which makes
the binding to a compact negative citrate layer on
the gold face56 unlikely. For completeness, we ex-
tended the docking to surfaces with opposite charges
and one citrate molecule bound: negative charges on
the Au surface atomswhichmay simulate the presence
of an ad-layer of citrate, and positive charges which
may account for the gold surface state upon displace-
ment of surfactants. In the presence of negatively
charged surface atoms and citrate, the ranking of the
complexes became B > A > F > C. In the presence of
positively charged surface atoms and citrate, the rank-
ing became A > B > C0 > C > N-ter. We remark the
presence of a new complex N-ter (Figure 6), in which
Ubq binds the adsorbate and the surface via the
N-terminus. Complex N-ter also resulted from docking
onaneutral surfacewith citratebutwith a lowpopulation
(data not shown). On the contrary, complexN-terwas not
found for any of the bare gold surfaces without citrate.

The charge state of the gold surface does not
induce new docking complexes, except for N-ter, but

is able to modify the relative populations and binding
energies. As to binding strength, the neutral surface
represents an intermediate case between the negative
and the positive surfaces in the presence of citrate, as
expected from the electrostatic contribution. Moreover,
complexes B and N-ter which are compatible with experi-
ments (in particular complex N-ter, as will be discussed in
thenext section), improve their ranking significantly in the
presence of positively charged gold surfaces.

Comparison of Simulations with Experiments. NMR re-
sults45 are not trivially related to single amino acid pre-
ferences for Au surface binding. This is clear from
Figure 7, where an orientation specifically built to

Figure 6. Rigid-body docking of Ubq to a neutral gold
surface in the presence of a fully deprotonated citrate anion
(C3H5O(COO)3

3�). In this case, the clustering procedure
retains the relative orientation of the Ubq to the adsorbate.

Figure 7. Cartoon representation of Ubq manually docked
on an Au surface in an orientation compatible with the NMR
chemical shifts.45 The colors show the Au(111)-surface
affinity of the residues (red, highest affinity; blue, lowest
affinity).

Figure 8. (Top) 15N Chemical shift perturbation data for the
residues of Ubq upon addition of Au NPs from ref 45. The
red squares along the residue axis indicate residues forwhich
the 13C�1H chemical shift perturbation is non-negligible in
2D [13C�1H]�HSQC experiments. (Bottom) Plots of the in-
verse of the distance between Ubq backbone N atoms and
the gold surface for various docked complexes. Each inverse
distance plot is normalized to the maximum in that plot.
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qualitatively match the NMR results is plotted with
color related to the single amino acid affinity for gold
(red, high affinity; blue, low affinity). From the plot, it is
clear that the interacting patch is not characterized by
more gold-binding residues than other parts of the
protein, although we note the presence of MET1 close
to the Au surface.

To qualitatively compare the complexes obtained
from docking with NMR results, in Figure 8, the NMR
Chemical Shift Perturbations (CSP) from ref 45 are
reported along with plots of the inverse of the dis-
tances of the backbone N atoms from the gold surface
for various complexes. The selected complexes refer to
stable complexes with bare neutral Au after MD refine-
ment (B, C, E, and partially A) and the most populated
complexes from docking with to Au with an implicit or
explicit model of citrate binding (C0, F, N-ter). Regions
where the CSP are high, are those most af-
fected by the interaction with gold, and presumably,
the closest to it (i.e., with the largest inverse of the
distance). In Figure 8, three residues are marked by red
squares indicating that they have non-negligible CSP
for CH groups, as determined by 2D [13C�1H]-HSQC
experiments of the free Ubq and of Ubq after addition
of gold NP. Changes in the chemical shifts for the CH
moieties are few and rather small (as expected) but, after
a careful analysis of the two NMR spectra, significant CSP
could be identified for the following CH groups: MET1
CRHR, THR7 CRHR, THR9 CβHβ. Our comparison will
focus mostly on the patterns in residues 2�20, which
contain the two high CSP regions (2�3 and 15�18), as
well as the 1H�13C perturbations.

Complexes A and F display a pattern of inverse
distance peaks incompatible with experimental results.
The contacts corresponding to the experimental peaks
at the N-terminus and around residue 18 are absent.
Moreover, for complex A, two of the three peaks of
inverse distances (the second around residue 35 and
the third at the C-terminus) are in regions where the
NMR perturbation is low. Similarly for complex F, the
peaks around residues 45 and 65 do not have experi-
mental counterparts, whereas the experimental peaks
at residues 2 and 18 have no inverse distance counter-
part. The remaining complexes however show pat-
terns compatible (although not strictly matching) with

the experimental CSP trend. Complex B has peaks at
residues 1�2 and 18�19 but would also be expected
to display a strong perturbation in the region around
residue 60. Complex C has a large inverse distance in
the residue range 1�16 with minor contributions in
other regions (around residues 32 and 62). Complex
C0 has a qualitatively similar pattern to complex C,
although the contributions further along the sequence
(in particular, the peak at residues 32�34, which is also
present in complex A) are higher and therefore less
consistent with experimental data. Complex E is qua-
litatively similar to complex B but with peaks shifted to
residues 19�21 and 53�55. Finally, we note the simi-
larity between the N-ter complex pattern and the
experimental data. In complex N-ter, the maxima in
the inverse distances are located at residues 1 and 17,
very close to the maxima in experimental CSPs (at
residues 2 and 18). N-ter is the only complex where the
inverse distance at residue 2 is the largest. However, as
for the other complexes, complex N-ter also has a
region (around residue 63) where the inverse distance
is high but the experimental CSPs are small.

From this analysis, it is evident that the computa-
tional docking yielded plausible orientations among the
most populated complexes. Moreover, we can infer
further information on the protein binding from the
analysis presented above of the effect of citrate on the
docking results. We have shown that the explicit pre-
senceof a citrate anion induces the complexN-ter,which
best agrees with the experimental data. In all, the results
for dockingon apositive gold surfacewith explicit citrate
yield the greatest number of orientations compatible
with the experimental NMR data (the relatively larger
population of complex N-ter, and the high population of
complexes B, C, and C0). This result suggests that at least
some citrate molecules remain on the Au surface upon
Ubq binding. This result would also reconcile the main-
tenance of the Ubq fold upon AuNP binding in the NMR
experiments45 with the known unfolding tendency of
proteins on bare protein nanoparticles.57

Origin of the NMR Chemical Shift Perturbations. One of the
questions raised by the experiments45 regards the
origin of the CSPs upon binding of Ubq on gold NPs.
In previous work on solid state NMR for peptides on
silica, CSPs have been attributed to the vicinity to the

Figure 9. Model systems used to study the direct effect of Au and citrate on the 15N�1H chemical shift of (a) NMA close to
Au20; (b) same as in panel a but including four water molecules to model the structured water layer on the gold nanocrystal
face; (c) NMA at equilibrium distance from citrate.
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negatively charged silica surface.58 The simulations
presented in this section strengthen the assumption
that Ubq CSPs arise from the proximity to the NP, that is,
high CSPs indeed indicate N�H groups close to the sur-
face. We analyzed various mechanisms by which the
goldNP can induceCSPs in a nearbyproteinpatch: (i) the
gold NP locally modifies the magnetic field and thus
the protein chemical shifts; (ii) the presence of highly
charged molecules on the NP surface, such as citrate,
modifies the local chemical environment of the contact-
ing residues, thus affecting the chemical shifts; (iii) when
the protein contacts the NP, solvent is excluded from the
interface,41 which perturbs the chemical shift; (iv) the
interactionwith the NP affects the protein binding patch
conformation which, in turn, affects the chemical shifts.

Mechanism (i). To test the effects of the presence
of gold in the local environment of an N�H group, we

performed quantummechanical calculations based on
the Density Functional Theory (DFT) approach. We
considered a minimal system that, without being
quantitative, allows estimation of the order of magni-
tude of the effect: N-methylacetamide (NMA) close to
an Au20 cluster (see Figure 9). NMA has been used
before as a model system to study the effect of the
solvent on chemical shifts.59 Details of the calculations
are in the Methods section. From the calculations, we
extracted Δσ, the change in the chemical shift when
NMA approaches gold with respect to NMA alone. The
results are reported in Figure 10 for 15N and in Figure 11
for 1H. The experimentallymeasured CSPswere smaller
than the values we get from our DFT Δσ. In fact,
calculating CSPs from DFT results using the empirical
formula45 CSP = [(ΔσH)

2 þ (ΔσN/5)
2]1/2/2, we obtain

CSP values of the order of 1 ppm for distances around
4 Å, while themaximum experimental CSP are approxi-
mately 0.2 ppm (the second largest is approximately
0.06 ppm). This discrepancy can be understood
considering that the measured NMR chemical shifts
are weighted averages of bound and unbound
protein.60,61 Under the experimental conditions used,
there is an excess of unbound protein relative to bound
protein in the Ubiquitin�AuNP complex, thus result-
ing in a scaling down of the measured chemical shift
perturbation.

Finally, to verify whether the size and shape of the
Au cluster can qualitatively affect these results, we
performed one calculation with an Au48 cluster, corre-
sponding to that used for an investigation of amino
acid adsorption.62 The calculation was performed with
N and H at a distance of 3 Å from the Au(111) surface of
Au48, and the calculated shifts were ΔσN =�15.1 ppm
and ΔσH = 0.87 ppm, qualitatively similar to the Au20
results.

Mechanism (ii). To verify whether the interaction
with citrate molecules can also affect the HN chemical
shift, we calculated σ for NMA at various distances from
a fully deprotonated citrate molecule. The minimum
distance is that of the equilibrium structure as obtained
by geometry optimization, where the NH group is
hydrogen-bonded to the central carboxylate group
of citrate. All these calculations include the water
solvation effects via the polarizable continuum model
(PCM).63 It is clear that when the NMA-citrate H-bond is
present, the chemical shifts of both N and H are
affected. However, when the distance is increased by
as little as 1 Å, the influence of citrate is dramatically
decreased. Therefore, we do not see any sign of long-
range effects related to the interactionwith citrate. This
is to be compared with the effect of gold, which is
greater and longer range. It is to be remarked that our
simple model is inadequate to represent all the pepti-
dic NH groups in the protein, that can differ in H-bond
pattern, orientation, local backbone conformation,
local electrostatic potential, etc. As such, we cannot

Figure 10. Change in chemical shift of 15N in NMA as a
function of the distance from the Au20 face (00Au gas-phase00,00Au water (layerþPCM)00) and from citrate (00citrate water
(PCM)00). Gas-phase refers to results obtained by neglecting
solvation effects, 00water (PCM)00 refers to calculations in-
cluding water as a solvent with the PCM implicit solvent
model and 00Au water (layerþPCM)00 refers to calculations
including a layer of explicit watermolecules and the implicit
PCM water.

Figure 11. Change in the 1H chemical shift of NMA as a
function of distance from the Au20 face (00Augas-phase00 and00Au water (layerþPCM)00) and from citrate (00citrate water
(PCM)00). Gas-phase refers to results obtained by neglecting
solvation effects, 00water (PCM)00 refers to calculations in-
cluding water as a solvent with the PCM implicit solvent
model and 00Au water (layerþPCM)00 refers to calculations
including a layer of explicit watermolecules and the implicit
PCM water.
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quantitatively predict the various Δσ values obtained
in experiments. Here, we simply demonstrate that the
direct interaction with the gold NP and, to a lesser
extent, with citrate surfactants, gives measurable per-
turbations of chemical shifts in the protein region
contacting the NP.

Mechanism (iii). To estimate the indirect effects
of gold due to the removal of water when the protein
approaches gold, we have used the PCM implicit
solvent model plus four explicit water molecules
(Figure 9b). Such molecules model the structured
nature of liquid water close to gold,46 and their relative
arrangement reproduces, for the central water mole-
cule, the most frequent orientation and H-bond net-
work seen in a recent ab initio MD simulation.64 The
removal of water is simulated by removing the explicit
water molecules as soon as any of the NMA atoms
would come closer to any of the water atoms than their
van der Waals distance. This happens for a gold�NNMA

distance of approximately 4.8 Å, therefore in Figure 10
and Figure 11, all the in-water results for distances
equal to or greater than 4.8 Å include explicit water
molecules, all the others do not include them. In
contrast to the in vacuo results, the Δσ trends are not
monotonic with the distance to gold: moving from

large to small distances to gold, NMA feels the specific
interaction with the water molecules59,65 that is re-
sponsible for the dip at 6 Å (5 Å) for the N (H) Δσ. For
smaller distances, the water molecules are removed
and Δσ becomes comparable to gas-phase values
again. We can thus conclude that water removal also
has an effect on σ, at least when the backbone NH is
solvent accessible.

Mechanism (iv). To investigate to which extent the
CSPs are due to gold-induced protein conformational
rearrangements, we performed an empirical evalua-
tion of NMR shifts for the most stable complexes after
MD refinement and we compared them to values
derived with the same empirical method for the crystal
structure. The values were obtained with the program
SHIFTS 4.1.66 The empirical database67 on which the
program relies, was found to be highly reliable only for
CR,β but not for estimatingN andH chemical shifts. For
this reason, here we focus only on CR atoms. We report
in Figure 12 CR NMR chemical shift differences eval-
uated as the differences between the values computed
for the MD representative structures and that for the
reference X-ray structure (1UBQ.pdb), for the com-
plexes A, B, and E. Red bars indicate the residues at
interacting distance with the gold surface in each case.

Figure 12. NMR chemical shift differences for CR atoms due to protein conformational changes relative to the X-ray structure
of Ubq. For each complex, the difference is taken between the chemical shift computed for the structure at the end of the
corresponding MD simulation and that computed for the reference X-ray structure (1UBQ.pdb). Data are reported for the
three most populated complexes (A, B, and E). Red bars indicate the residues at interacting distance with the gold surface in
each complex.
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The empirical shift differences are quite small in all
cases and their magnitude (max. ( 4 ppm) is compar-
able to those obtained for the simulated free protein in
solution with respect to the X-ray structure. Such free
versus X-ray structure differences set the error bars of
this MDþSHIFTS analysis (incidently, the backbone
RMSD free with respect to the X-ray structure is a
reasonably small value, 1.06 Å). As such, we can con-
clude that the effects on chemical shifts due to the
gold-induced conformational rearrangements accessi-
ble in MD are within the error bars of our approach. It is
however interesting to note that the chemical shift
differences for residues 11 and 12, similar for com-
plexes B and E and the free Ubq, are instead larger for
complex C, where these residues contact the surface
(measurable 13C CSP in the experiment are for R-C1,
R-C7, β-C9).

In conclusion, let us recapitulate the findings of this
section. Among the various plausible mechanisms that
we have analyzed to explain the origin of CSPs, we
found that both the direct interactions with the AuNP
and with a citrate ion are able to induce large changes
in chemical shifts, compatible with experimental find-
ings. Water exclusion upon binding has a smaller effect
and would be relevant only for solvent exposed NH
groups. Finally, CSPs induced by conformational changes
in the binding patch appear to be minor, although
the level of accuracy of our analysis does not allow a
definitive conclusion regarding their role.

CONCLUSIONS

Wehave presented a comprehensive computational
study of the interaction between Ubq and a gold NP.

We have used atomic detail simulations at multiple
levels of theory, including docking by Brownian dy-
namics, classical atomistic MD and quantum mechan-
ical DFT calculations. From these simulations, we could
provide molecular insights into the Ubq�gold NP
interactions that are not accessible from experi-
ments alone. In particular, on the basis of our results
on protein�surface docking, we discussed the nature
of the interactions that guide the binding of Ubq to
the gold nanoparticle, finding that short-range, non-
electrostatic interactions and binding to citrate are the
leading terms for the encounter complexes most
compatible with experimental results. Moreover, the
comparison between docking results obtained in var-
ious conditions (bare surface, citrate-covered surface)
suggests that some citrate molecules do remain on the
surface of the NP, coexisting with the adsorbed protein
while others are displaced. Finally, DFT calculations
indicate that the measured perturbations of the NMR
chemical shifts of H and N backbone atoms stem from
the direct interaction of such atoms with the gold NP
and with citrate. This finding corroborates the use of
NMR chemical shift perturbation measurements as a
tool to identify protein binding patches to gold NPs.45

Several other interesting issues have still to be ad-
dressed, experimentally and computationally, for sys-
tems like the one studied here, such as the role of salt
concentration, pH, and protein/NP ratio in determining
the resulting encounter complexes. Our work demon-
strateshowexperimental and computational approaches
can be used together to reveal basic features of the
protein�nanoparticle systems that cannot be inferred
from either of them alone.

METHODOLOGY
Ubiquitin�AuNP Interaction Characterization. Gold nanoparticles

(AuNP)were producedbyNaBH4 reduction of a starting solution
of sodium citrate and HAuCl4 in water following a standard
protocol withminormodifications (see Supporting Information)
to provide AuNP in the 10�30 nm size range. The particle size
distribution (PSD) of the resulting nanoparticles was measured
by dynamic light scattering (DLS). DLS measurements of free,
freshly synthesized nanoparticles, show that AuNP have near-
monodispersed PSD with a mean hydrodynamic diameter of
12.0 nm and polydispersivity index of 0.1 (Figure 1). Upon the
addition of human ubiquitin the PSD of the AuNP�hUbq
complex continues to show the presence of a near-monodis-
persed sample but nowwith amean hydrodynamic diameter of
17.1 nm and polydispersivity index of 0.21 (Figure 1). This
indicates that AuNP are stable in the presence of ubiquitin at
pH 7.7 and the addition of protein does not cause the formation
of nanoparticle aggregates. The increase in hydrodynamic
diameter upon hUbq addition indicates that hUbq molecules
interact with the gold nanoparticles in solution. The direct
interaction of hUbq with AuNP is confirmed by the shift in the
plasmon resonance band of AuNP upon addition of hUbq. The
UV�vis spectrum of free AuNP shows a typical intense plasmon
resonance band centered at 520 nm. After the addition of
human ubiquitin this band shifts to 525 nm (see Supporting
Information, Figure S2). This red shift of 5 nm in the surface
plasmon resonance band is in agreement with results obtained

on a similar system where azurin (a protein with size similar to
ubiquitin) interacts with gold nanoparticles of 20 nm.

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). Particle size distribution
(PSD) was determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS). Mea-
surements were obtained with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS
instrument with temperature control. Each sample was re-
corded at 25 �C ( 1 �C, in triplicate; each measurement was
the average of 20 data sets acquired for 10 s each. Hydrody-
namic diameters have been calculated using the internal soft-
ware analysis from the DLS intensity-weighted particle size
distribution.

NMR Spectroscopy. (13C, 15N)-labeled recombinant human
ubiquitin was purchased from ProtEra s.r.l (Florence, Italy).
Samples for NMR experiments were prepared by dissolving
(13C, 15N)-labeled ubiquitin in a 15 mm phosphate buffer, at
pH 7.7 with 10% D2O to a final concentration of 50 μM. NMR
experiments were performed with a 700 MHz Bruker NMR
instrument equipped with a cryoprobe. 2D [13C�1H]-HSQC
experiments were performed with 2048 complex points in
acquisition and 300 points in the indirect dimension. Data were
processed with the same processing parameters for all samples
using the TopSpin NMR software. Data analysis and peak assign-
mentwere performedwith the programCara.68 The CHpeaks of
ubiquitin in the 2D [13C�1H]-HSQC experiment have been
previously assigned.69

CD Spectroscopy. Recombinant human ubiquitin was pur-
chased from ProtEra s.r.l (Florence, Italy). Protein samples were
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prepared by dissolving them in 1 mM phosphate buffer at pH
7.0. CD spectra were collected at the beamline B23module end-
station B of the Diamond Light Source (UK). CD spectra were
collected with Suprasil cells of 0.2 cm path length (Starna),
with bandwidth of 1.2 nm, integration time of 1s, 1 nm digital
resolution, 39 nm/min scan speed, and 4 repeated scans per
spectrum. The reported spectra were averaged, corrected by
subtraction of CD spectrum of the buffer alone and smoothed by
applying a seven-points Savitzky�Golay smoothing function.

Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles. The gold nanoparticles
were made by first heating 100 mL of a 2.5 mM sodium citrate
solution to 96 �C in a microwave reactor (Discover S by CEM).
After 5 min for temperature stabilization, 5 mL of a 10 mM
solution of HAuCl4 was injected with vigorous stirring into the
sodium citrate solution and the reaction was allowed to go to
completion by continued heating at 96 �C for 20 min.

Brownian Dynamics Simulations. Rigid-body docking simula-
tions were carried out using Brownian dynamics (BD) techni-
ques with the ProMetCS continuum solvent model for protein�
gold surface interactions.46 The calculations were performed
using the SDA version 6 software.70,71 The Au(111) surface was
constructed with a surface area of 100 Å � 100 Å and three
atomic layers.47 The Ubq structure was taken from the crystal
structure solved at 1.8 Å resolution (PDB id: 1UBQ). The crystal-
lographic R-factor for the final model is 0.176. Bond lengths and
bond angles in themolecule have root-mean-square deviations
from ideal values of 0.016 Å and 1.5 degrees, respectively. The
overall structure of ubiquitin is extremely compact and tightly
hydrogen-bonded. Prominent secondary structure features in-
clude three and a half turns ofR helix, a short piece of 310 helix, a
mixed beta-sheet that contains five strands, and seven reverse
turns. An experimental salt concentration of 15 mM was
included as a nonspecific screening effect on the electrostatic
potential of the protein which was calculated using the APBS
program.72 All titratable protein side chains, were assigned their
standard protonation state at pH 7.7 with Hþþ,73 correspond-
ing to the experimental pH.45 Next, 5000 BD trajectories were
computed starting with the protein positioned randomly with
its center at a distance of 70 Å from the surface where the
protein�surface interaction energy is negligible. The specified
number of docked complexes was extracted directly from the
runs and clustered with a clustering algorithm. The relative
translational diffusion coefficient was 0.0123 Å2/ps, and the
rotational diffusion coefficient for the protein was 1.36� 10�4 in
radian2/ps. The simulation time step was set to 0.50 ps. Param-
eters for the calculation of hydrophobic desolvation energy/
forces was set to �0.019 kcal/(mol/Å2) and for the electrostatic
desolvation energy/forces to 1.67 according to ref 74. BD trajec-
tories were generated in a rectangular box (ibox=1); the dimen-
sions of the (x, y) plane, describing the symmetry of the
simulation volume aswell as the surface size, were given as input
parameters. At each BD step, the protein�surface interaction
energy and forces acting on the protein were computed using
the implicit-solvent ProMetCS force field,46 developed and para-
metrized for protein�gold surface interactions. The energy terms
included in ProMetCS have been described in the main text.

Two clustering algorithms were tested and evaluated for
this system. These were top-down splitting (hierarchical based
on a reference structure) and bottom-up aggregating (single-
linkage based on RMSD). When an explicit citrate molecule was
not present, the results of docking were preprocessed by
translating the protein coordinates parallel to the surface in
order to superimpose the protein stuctures before applying the
clustering algorithm.We selected the algorithmand parameters
providing the smallest number of physically distinct orienta-
tions of Ubiquitin on Au. Thus, we applied a single-linkage
clustering method (based on CA atoms, with RMSD = 3.0 Å) for
all the results given in the manuscript.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations. The same protein and gold
structures as for the BD simulations were used for the initial
coordinates for the MD simulations. A cubic simulation box of
dimension (55 Å � 55 Å � 55 Å) including SPC/E water
molecules, the protein, and the gold surface was built. The
protein was placed at the positions of the representatives of the
docked clusters obtained from the BD docking simulations.

Before the addition of the water molecules, the center of mass
of the protein was placed at 26 Å from the surface, retaining the
original docked orientation with respect to the surface. The
choice of this distance was motivated by various tests that we
performed showing that if the simulations were started with the
protein in direct contact to the surface (or at smaller distances), it
was in a kinetically trapped state where only minor relaxation
could take place on the time-scale of tens of nanoseconds. During
equilibration dynamics, all systems contacted the surface within
the first 1 ns of MD without reorienting respect to the surface.

All simulations were performed with the Gromacs 4.5.4
package.53 GolP47 and OPLS/AA parameters75 were used for
the surface and the protein, and the SPC/E water model76 was
applied. The lengths of bonds were constrained with the LINCS
algorithm. Surface gold atoms and bulk gold atoms were frozen
during all simulations but gold dipole charges were left free.
Classical MD simulations were performed at constant volume
and temperature (T = 300 K). Periodic boundary conditions and
the Particle-Mesh-Ewald algorithmwere used. A 2 fs integration
time step was used.

Five independent runs for each of the protein�Au(111)
docking conformations were performed, each starting with
different initial velocities (d1, d2, d3, d4, d5). The annealing
simulation protocol was as follows: (i) protein and solvent were
first coupled to 0 K at 0 ps, the reference temperature was then
increased linearly to reach (ii) 360 K after 180 ps and (iii) the
maximum temperature of 440 K at 260 ps. The temperature (iv)
was kept fixed at 440 K until 360 ps and then (v) decreased to
300 K at 500 ps. After this, the temperature (vi) was kept
constant at 300 K until the end of the 2 ns simulation. The
Au(111) was coupled to 300 K with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat.
The 2 ns annealing simulations were followed by 10 ns of
standard MD simulation at a constant temperature of 300 K in
theNVT ensemble. Trajectorieswere analyzed in termsofdensity,
temperature, potential energy, andothermacroscopicproperties
with the Gromacs tools (e.g., g_traj, g_rms, g_clusters etc.).

DFT Calculation of Chemical Shifts. The calculation of the pertur-
bation of 15N and 1H chemical shifts due to gold, citrate, and
H-bonding to a water molecule were performed with the B3LYP
hybrid functional and the LANL2DZ effective core potential and
basis set using theGaussian 09 suiteof programs.77 The structures
of Au20 and N-methylacetamide (NMA) were optimized in gas-
phase at the same level of theory. NMA was then placed close
to the Au20 face, with the NH bond perpendicular to the surface.
No geometry relaxation was attempted. Geometries with various
N�Au and H�Au distances were produced by translating NMA
perpendiculary to the gold cluster face. The basis set super-
position error (BSSE) on chemical shifts was estimated by calcu-
lating the chemical shiftwithghost Au20 atoms that conserveonly
the basis set but not the core potential of Au atoms. A test was
also performed with a Au48 cluster, obtained by building an
Au(111) slab three layers thick and cutting it along the [110]
and [101] direction, 3

√
2 atoms wide in each direction. In the

calculations involving explicit water molecules added to the
NMA�Au20 system (Figure 9b), four water molecules were each
placed on top of a gold atom on the face of the Au20, with the
watermolecule planeparallel to the gold face and theoxygen at a
distance of 2.8 Å from the underlying Au atom. Water molecules
were oriented so that the central water molecule donates two
H-bonds and accepts one from the other three.

The geometry of the citrate�NMA adduct was initially
created by considering the same citrate geometry and citrate
orientation with respect to the surface used in the docking. This
choice leaves two available H-bond acceptor sites, as the third
carboxylate group is engagedwith the Au surface.We choose to
place NMA close to the central carboxylate moiety as in this
position it can experience stronger Coulombic interactions with
the other carboxylate. The geometry was optimized in an
implicit (PCM) water environment with default Gaussian thresh-
olds for determining convergence of the optimization proce-
dures. Adducts with larger citrate and NMA distances were
created by translating NMA along the citrate O-NMA H-NMA N
directionwith steps of 1 Å. For calculations inwater, we used the
IEF version of PCM78�80 as implemented in Gaussian 09. Default
cavity parameters were employed.
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Empirical evaluation of NMR shifts for the most representa-
tive structures sorted for each cluster, (using as a reference the
NMR shifts of the experimental crystal structure), was per-
formed with the SHIFT4.1 program from the Amber10 suite.
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